Stay Ahead of the Bad Guys in
Real Time, 24/7

Incredible Value, Priceless Protection
Enjoy free, advanced Internet protection with McAfee® Secure Home
Platform, and McAfee® LiveSafe™. Give your family the best in Internet
protection for years to come.

Malicious Site
Check every connection to the
Internet from every device, and block
connections to bad websites—before
your network is compromised.

WHICH EXO IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
COMPARISON TABLE

Cloud-based McAfee Global
Threat Intelligence Database
Device Fingerprinting

Hide your Devices
from Hackers

Model

Wi-Fi Bands

2.4GHz Speed

5GHz Speed

Supports
Wi-Fi Mesh

DIR-1760

Dual-band

450Mbps

1300Mbps

Yes

DIR-1960

Dual-band

600Mbps

1300Mbps

Yes

DIR-3060

Tri-band

400Mbps

866Mbps + 1733Mbps

Yes

DAP-1820

Dual-band

300Mbps

1733Mbps

Yes

IoT Threat Detection

Advanced network controls let you
secure your Router and protect all
connected devices from outside
network access.

Vulnerability Scan

Home Away Mode

The Future is Here.
Better Wi-Fi is no longer enough.

Powerful Parental Controls
Install McAfee anti-virus on
computers and mobile devices

Away Mode
Prevent selected devices on your
network from connecting to the
Internet while you are away from
home.

Anti-Phishing

McAfee® WebAdvisor

PC Boost

Password Manager

IoT Anomaly and
Botnet Detection

Model

Ethernet
WAN Port

Ethernet
LAN Ports

USB Ports

Ideal For

DIR-1760

1 x Gigabit

4 x Gigabit

1 x 3.0

HD streaming, video chats,
downloads cloud storage

DIR-1960

1 x Gigabit

4 x Gigabit

1 x 3.0

Gaming, simultaneous HD
streaming

DIR-3060

1 x Gigabit

4 x Gigabit

1 x 3.0
1 x 2.0

Simultaneous 4K streaming
and gaming

DAP-1820

—

1 x Gigabit

—

—

File Lock

Detect abnormal Internet of Things
(IoT) device behaviour, find anomalies
in real time, and block suspicious
connections.

Unlimited Installations

Included Free Subscription

5 Years

2 Years

Comprehensive Parental Controls Without the Complaints
Stop settling for just a handful of parental controls. Get a system of comprehensive controls that turn into a way of life with less
complaining and more compliance. You’re not enforcing the rules. It’s the system that enforces them for you.
BLOCK AGE-INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT

CUSTOMISED PROFILES

SET INTERNET SCHEDULES

Age-based profiles help you customise
control over what your kids can access
online.

Create content filters, device access
controls, and Internet schedules
personalised for every kid.

Make way for family time, study time,
and household chores with fixed
no Wi-Fi times.

ACCESS UPON REQUEST

PAUSE/ALLOW INTERNET

WHITELIST AND BLACKLIST

Let your kids request access to blocked
sites, giving you total, flexible control
over their web browsing.

Every kid’s Internet needs are unique.
Now you can pause and allow Internet
on an individual profile basis.

Allow or block access to specific
website addresses.

For more information, visit dlink.com.au/EXO
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DIR-1760

DIR-1960

DIR-3060

DAP-1820

UNLEASH YOUR MESH WITH WI-FI MESH
Get a ton of advanced features that turbocharge
your whole home network with Wi-Fi Mesh.
With Mix and Match functionality, Auto Healing,
Auto Channeling, Auto Configuration,
Auto Optimisation, and a Network Assistant Map, you’ll finally
achieve a truly seamless network at home that scales to your needs.
It’s mesh Wi-Fi that works for you. On your Terms. Automatically.

TRUE INTERNET SPEEDS
WITHOUT THE GUESSWORK
Tired of Internet speeds that don’t live up to your ISP’s claims?
EXO Smart Mesh Wi-Fi Routers’ integrated Internet test lets you measure the
true speed of your Router-to-ISP connection with the D-Link Wi-Fi app.

Get Connected and Protected. With powerful McAfee protection, you get
comprehensive, automatic defense for every connected device on your home
network. Go online, without putting your privacy and security on the line.

EXO WORKS WITH THE GOOGLE
ASSISTANT AND ALEXA
Whether you want to turn on or off your guest Wi-Fi
network, check your network for vulnerabilities, or block
unwanted devices, EXO lets you do it all, hands-free.

Firmware upgrades can be a pain, but with EXO’s dual image
functionality, a recovery image is saved as a backup before an
upgrade. So in the unlikely event an upgrade fails, the system has
your pre-existing version of the configuration to fall back on.
Get reliable, uninterrupted Wi-Fi all the time.
“Alexa, ask D-Link Wi-Fi what ar e my guest network cr edentials”

“Alexa, ask D-Link Wi-Fi to reboot my router”

“Alexa, upgrade my router”

McAfee Protection Defends Your
Network at the Router Level

You need network security backed by

Give your home network an extra layer

McAfee that gives you automatic, end-to-end

with the AC2600 Wi-Fi Router Powered by

protection for every connected device on

McAfee. Stop hackers and malware at the

your home network. It’s the smart way to stay

Router-level, way before they can come

ahead of the bad guys 24/7.

close to your connected devices.

Get Complete McAfee protection for Your Network
Whether at Home or On The Go

DUAL IMAGE FOR
SMOOTHER UPGRADES

“Alexa, ask D-Link Wi-Fi to enable my guest Wi-Fi”

Cybercriminals are Eyeing
Your Smart Home

Smart Security for Your Home Network

Smart Protection Even While On the Move

With the power of McAfee Secure Home Platform, you can automatically

Protect your computers and mobile devices even while on the go with the

protect all your connected home devices and safeguard your family’s

award-winning McAfee LiveSafe™ Antivirus. It blocks viruses, malware,

online privacy through a home Router with built-in McAfee protection.

ransomware, spyware and unwanted programs, and includes multi-device
protection to deter security threats on all your mobile devices.

McAfee Global Threat Intelligence
McAfee protection defends your network with McAfee Global Threat Intelligence (GTI)—
an ever-expanding cybersecurity service that identifies and blocks emerging threats.
With more than 25 years of threat data, and cloud-based machine learning that updates its
threat database in real-time.
You get smart home defence that never sleeps.

